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*An unexpected 
journey

thanks Garrett



Garrett helped write 
my talk description…





So blame him if you 
don't get your money's 

worth



We're capable of 
building fault-tolerant 

applications with Erlang



But Erlang is not 
sufficient



A human still has to 
write the software



What tooling can we use 
to augment our brains?



What tooling can we use 
to augment our teams?



Especially when we 
have a mission-critical 

database written by 
thirty developers



bors buildbot 
code-review 
dialyzer edoc 

eunit quickcheck 
riak-test xref



Basho and Riak



Riak is a distributed, 
fault-tolerant database



maximum availability



no data-loss



How did we get here?



How did this bug make 
it through our process?



And can we improve our 
process to prevent similar 

bugs in the future?



Is it a logic issue?



A type-mismatch?



A performance issue?



A typo?



bors buildbot 
code-review 
dialyzer edoc 

eunit quickcheck 
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bors buildbot 
code-review 
dialyzer edoc 

eunit quickcheck 
riak-test xref



buildbot



CI framework







code-review









bors



github.com/graydon/bors















Dialyzer



%% Return a list of locators, in our case, 
%% we'll use cluster names 
%% that were saved in the ring 
cluster_mgr_sites_fun() -> 
    %% get cluster names from cluster manager 
    Ring = riak_core_ring_manager:get_my_ring(), 
    Clusters = riak_repl_ring:get_clusters(Ring), 
    [{?CLUSTER_NAME_LOCATOR_TYPE, Name} || {Name, _Addrs} <- 
Clusters].     





%% @doc Return a list of all manifests in the 
%% `active' or `writing' state 
active_and_writing_manifests(Dict) -> 
    orddict:to_list(filter_manifests_by_state(Dict, 
                                              [active, 
writing])). 



%% @doc Return a list of all manifests in the 
%% `active' or `writing' state 
-spec active_and_writing_manifests(orddict:orddict()) -> 
      [{binary(), lfs_manifest()}]. 
active_and_writing_manifests(Dict) -> 
    orddict:to_list(filter_manifests_by_state(Dict, 
                                              [active, writing])). 



recently hooked it up 
with CI

















riak-test



github.com/basho/
riak_test







EDoc



tools.mk



github.com/basho/
tools.mk



A small makefile library 
for working with Erlang 

tools



compile-no-deps test 
upload-docs docs xref 
plt local_plt dialyzer 

dialyzer-quick cleanplt



Erlang QuickCheck 
(EQC)



EQC is a secret 
weapon



quviq.com



triq PropEr



for all lists L: 
reverse(reverse(L)) =:= L.



For all get/put/delete 
operations a key/value store 

should mimic a hash-map





http://bit.ly/1rDOGr3

http://bit.ly/1rDOGr3


poolboy race 
conditions



basho.com/
quickchecking-poolboy-

for-fun-and-profit/



"Now, poolboy had 85% test 
coverage (and most of the 

remaining 15% was irrelevant 
boilerplate) when I started 
QuickChecking it, and I felt 

pretty happy with its solidity, 
so I didn’t expect to find many 
bugs, if any. I was very wrong."

Andrew Thompson



Questions?
Reid Draper @reiddraper


